Thomas Nast

- Thomas Nast's obituary in *Harper's Weekly* stated, "He has been called, perhaps not with accuracy, but with substantial justice, the Father of American Caricature."
Political Parties
Boss. "You have the liberty of Voting for anyone you please; but we have the Liberty of Counting in any one we please." "Do your Duty as Citizens, and leave the rest to take its course." - New York Times.
Who stole the people's money?—Do tell. N.Y. Times.
'Twas him.
THE TAMMANY TIGER LOOSE—"What are you going to do about it?"
“THAT'S WHAT'S THE MATTER.”
Boss Tweed. “As long as I count the Votes, what are you going to do about it? say?”

“IN COUNTING THERE IS STRENGTH”
Tweed can’t run!!

- The image of Tweed created by Nast was so memorable and so widely known that after Tweed escaped from prison and was traveling in Europe, a Spanish official familiar with Nast’s work recognized the Boss and arrested him, and Tweed was returned to prison in New York City.
Today....
ARE YOU WORRIED ABOUT THE ELECTORAL COLLEGE?

NO, I’LL JOIN A FRAT.
THE T.V. ISN'T ON, AND HE'S JUST SITTING THERE... WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH HIM? IS HE SICK??

IT'S CALLED READING TED...
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